
A pie chart is used to illustrate 
the relative proportions of a 

group of things.



clothes plastic glass paper

metal wood

food

I recycle …… .

Look at the pie chart. What makes up our rubbish? Which of these do you recycle?
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Learn new words.
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Read the text and complete the gaps with the correct word formed 
the words in brackets. Listen and check.

represents

sorting

consumer

recycled
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driving
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fleece jacket gloves

Read the text and complete the gaps with the correct word formed the 

words in brackets. Listen and check.



Match the definitions.

Arrows logo

chasing arrows

A series of actions

process

A truck that collects material for 
recycling

recycling truck

Separating items and putting them in 
categories/types

sorting

Made 

manufactured

Show display Keep 

conserve

Material we can use for our benefit
resources

To put an end to/to get rid of

eliminate

Material that has been used and is no 
longer wanted

waste

A large hole in the ground in which we 
throw rubbish and then bury it once it 

is full

landfills

Match the definitions.



Use the text to give a 2-minute of recycling. In the talk:

• explain what the logo means

• say how recycling works

• persuade your audience to buy 
recycled products

To produce waste

To recycle

To use up all resources

To be overrun with waste 
and rubbish

Chasing arrows

To put in the correct bin

To be collected by recycling trucks

Made from recycled material

To be recycled over 
and over again

To throw away

To be purchased in 
recycled varieties

To reduce the rubbish
To buy recycled products

Use the text to give a 2-minute of recycling. In the talk:



What do you recycle at home or at school? Make a list and compare it 
with your partner.

What do you recycle at home or at school? Make a list and compare it with your 

partner.


